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Addressing Misconceptions about Morocco 

 
 
Moroccan Arabic transcript: 

 
  ... 3 2# ا01 ه. ا!-,!+ ا)و!* او ا)'&�ة $# ا! ��ب:ن

G3:* 5&@9!.ه, A; , *@@FB* ا! ��ب و) ;A* أي 9AB و 5&@9!.ه,و 3?9ر <,1* ا01 ا!:,س آ,1. ;:9ه8 ا27,ر 5,!4+  :ب

�سM+ ;:9هLA7 8ا آ,K!,B #3اف د3,ل ا!:,س أ!* $, ;:9ه8O$ P?@Q 95 (ب 7&#, و��R7 ا! �G3 ,2$ 8SO&@A58 اS! ل.?Oآ ,

�ف 1,س ا'�A; #3* ا! ��بGOآ T1,7 ,8 ;:9هSGU�Oدي 7&# آ,3:+ 7* أيآVB يLه .S:W +7�G !و ا X-!8 ذاك ا ,

, $Kال آ:�A; .B* ا!^ ,ل, آ&-8S! XF ا! ��ب $Kال 1-# ;,3[&# 7* \\\ 7* ا!M&8, ا! ��بو <,1* . 7* أي ],رة

 _@A!ذاك ا #&F@! تV&G! الK$ و +U,ح *W *Oاء $, 7&0 ح�-c!ا �$Kال F:!,B *:G3@+ !0 ا! ��ب $Kال \\\ 5 0&7&

راهAF$ 8 &# و راهOdO$ 8-&# و , ا! �,رS7 ,#& AF$ #-1 +B:, آ8S! #&@O ). ?839 و ا!�U,ل و ح9 $, ],ري حO* واح9!

2�ة ا!* ;:9هA; +4!,5 8* ا! ��بd!ا e3L8 هS! �&�Q ول,-Q راك #&A$,ل ا!:,س آ,-B 8راه . 

 
 
English translation: 

 
N: You could be the first or last person from Morocco… 
B: It could also be the case that some people have wrong ideas about Morocco or about 
any country, and they could change them because of me – or they become engraved in 
their minds. And so, there are many people who don’t have—we could say that the 
majority of them don’t know where Morocco is. And so, you would teach other people 
about Morocco and make them curious to know where this country is, what continent is it 
on? Also, they think that in Morocco, we are still living in tents and still ride camels. I 
mean, to them, Morocco is just desert and doesn’t have anything and women still dress in 
the old fashion and men—and no one is educated. So you should show them that, no, we 
Moroccans are Muslims, we are open-minded and we are just like other people; you need 
to try to change that wrong idea they have about Morocco. 
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